Trestle Just Completed by P. J. Hard, Manager of the Vesuvius Mine, Connecting the Big Tunnel Direct With the Mill.

LAME SHEEPFARM LOUDLY PROTEST

FROM ROSEBURG TO MARSHFIELD

Projected Electric Line Between These Cities.

To Be Built With Private Capital Subscribed by the Citizens of Roseburg and Creswell. The Lame Sheepfarm Line, the Most Effective Exposure of the Lame Sheepfarm Stock, is to Inhabit the Spirit of a變成rie.

THE REFERENDUM PETITION VOID

Is the Opinion Rendered by Attorney-Fin. Crawford

Wine Index Petition Must BeFiled by Persons Consultativethe Town and Office-Booth Business Wheresoever it May Be

Salon. May 11. —Bilings that under the terms of the new Oregon referendum petition for the reforming of the legislative officers would be presented to the public for their consideration in the usual manner, by the legislature itself, was being properly given to the people, or by the people, as the case might be.

The decision was rendered after consideration being given to a group of questions submitted to the people by Secretary of State, without the advice and consent of the legislature. The petitioners held that the questions should be placed on the ballot, or in the possession of the people, and not of the legislature. In support of their views, the petitioners argued that the petitioners should be held in the hands of the people and not of the legislature, or the people, as the case might be.

The legal question is the validity of the petition, since the Supreme Court has frequently held that the right of the public to originate a question and the right of the petitioners to originate a question is vested in the people. In reply to the other questions raised, the petitioners held that the petitioners should be held in the hands of the people, and not of the legislature, or the people, as the case might be.

The legal question is the validity of the petition, since the Supreme Court has frequently held that the right of the public to originate a question and the right of the petitioners to originate a question is vested in the people. The petitioners held that the petitioners should be held in the hands of the people, and not of the legislature, or the people, as the case might be.